On Dec 15, 2017, at 4:17 AM, Anna von Reitz <avannavon@gmail.com> wrote:

I don't usually just stand back and let it fall without comment, but this is one of those moments:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yuqurd6cj8Y

After you watch it, and in full view of all that it implies---- get moving and shaking.

The "Shadow Government" is purely and simply all the federal agencies taken together. These Agencies came into existence between 1900 and 1940 for the most part, with a few being added over the years since then. We call them the "alphabet soup" agencies because of the acronyms used to name these entities: FBI, FEMA, IRS, BATF, BLM, DHS, etc.

None of these entities are authorized by our government to exist, much less are they authorized to exercise governmental authority of any kind in our behalf. They are not specifically authorized to operate on our soil. but have only been allowed to do so as subcontractors of the federal government corporations
which have farmed out their responsibilities to subsidiaries.

I repeat--- these entities are not part of the actual government at all and never have been. They are subcontractors and/or franchises and/or subsidiaries working for parent corporations, in the same way that Dairy Queen, Inc. might own its own dairies or contract for services from a paper products company to make all its cardboard lunch boxes and paper cups.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, INC.—which is a private, foreign corporation—owns and operates both the BLM and FBI. These entities are in the business of providing "governmental services"—they are not the government.

The BLM is supposed to be acting as a property manager in behalf of the people of this country, taking care of our public lands in a proprietary capacity, that is, not as an owner but as a caretaker-for-hire.

So imagine the situation?

You hire these yahoos to take care of your land and
they do rotten illegal things with it, they deprive you of your use of it, they lord it over you and act as if they own it ---- and when you protest this bad behavior and call them on it, they pretend that they don't know who you are or what your interest is, and they draw guns on you and trespass on your private property and arrest you under false pretenses and color of law.

And they sit around and plot and conspire against you as if you were the "enemy" instead of the actual heir and owner of the land, and they tell ugly jokes and threaten your family and rustle your cattle--- all while taking their paychecks out of your pocket and making money off their mis-administration of your assets.

In the case of the Bundys, the BLM and FBI are "sister organizations" run under the auspices of the same federal parent corporation doing business as THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, INC. --- which is not our government, but merely a foreign for-profit corporation operating under a deliberately deceptive name.

This is a situation where a whole "family" of commercial corporations was involved and had conflicts of interest
that were not apparent to the public--- the FBI was called in to protect the interests of the BLM because both organizations are owned and run by the same parent corporation--- and so the FBI had a decided, non-disclosed, and self-interested motive to back up every claim the BLM made.

In other words, the FBI and BLM colluded and conspired against the Bundys, like two families working for the same Mafia Don.

And, bear in mind, these are gangs with guns acting under color of law pretending to "represent" our government, when in fact they are just for-profit corporate contractors hired as subcontractors to do work for us, acting as armed thugs.

So they have abused the actual property owners, violated their constitutional guarantees, physically abused them, stolen their property, trespassed on their land, used guns paid for with the Bundy's own money to threaten them, and continued to take their paychecks from the Bundy's taxes and from rents and fees coming in from the Bundy's public land assets, kept them under false arrest and cost them unknown thousands of dollars
and years in jail----all under color of law.

How's that for "service"?

What has followed is a three year nightmare of abuse of power, false arrest, conspiracy against the actual Constitution and against the actual land owners---- all done to them by their own run amok and misdirected and ignorant employees.

The unlawful prosecution --- and persecution --- of the Bundys is coming to an end.

I can hardly wait for the prosecution of the actual criminals to begin.

For starters, I think the Bundys and their friends should have the pleasure of firing every man and woman employed by the BLM and FBI and State of Nevada court system, who took any part in any of this.